Introduction {#section1-2472555220917113}
============

The human proteome consists of protein products from approximately 20,000 protein-coding genes.^[@bibr1-2472555220917113]^ Based on predictions of signal peptides and transmembrane (TM) regions around two-thirds of the protein-coding genes code for proteins that primarily have an intracellular location, whereas one-third code for proteins that are destined for the secretory pathway. The latter group includes proteins destined to different membranes (e.g., endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi, lysosome, or plasma membrane), or intracellular compartments, as well as proteins secreted into the extracellular environment. Proteins can also be secreted to the extracellular environment via alternative, nonsecretory pathway mechanisms.^[@bibr2-2472555220917113]^

Secreted proteins, and their cognate receptors, are responsible for communication between cells, tissues, and organs within the body. Regulation of these communication pathways is critical for normal human homeostasis, with dysregulation playing a major role in pathophysiology and disease. Secreted signaling proteins can be destined to the blood (endocrine) or to the local environment (paracrine or autocrine). The expressed secretome varies with cell type, differentiation state, and environmental cues. Experimentally verified and/or described secretomes include, for example, cardiac,^[@bibr3-2472555220917113]^ adipocyte,^[@bibr4-2472555220917113]^ immunocell,^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ cellular senescence,^[@bibr6-2472555220917113]^ stem cell,^[@bibr7-2472555220917113]^ cancer cell,^[@bibr8-2472555220917113]^ and the blood secretome.^[@bibr9-2472555220917113]^ There are also descriptions of therapy-induced secretomes where inhibition of receptor tyrosine kinases leads to drug-stressed cells with large changes in the expressed secretome and increased drug resistance.^[@bibr10-2472555220917113]^

Phenotypic drug discovery (PDD) is based on the principle of inducing or preventing a functional readout in a biologically relevant cell system using a sample library of choice.^[@bibr11-2472555220917113],[@bibr12-2472555220917113]^ Use of large compound libraries for PDD has been described,^[@bibr13-2472555220917113]^ but it is more common to use a smaller set of well-annotated, structurally diverse compounds that are known to act on certain biological targets (i.e., have an annotated mechanism of action \[MoA\]).^[@bibr14-2472555220917113]^ A number of small-molecule phenotypic screens for the identification of novel targets regulating various biological phenotypes, for example, epigenetic processes,^[@bibr15-2472555220917113]^ stem cell proliferation,^[@bibr16-2472555220917113]^ cardiac cell proliferation,^[@bibr17-2472555220917113],[@bibr18-2472555220917113]^ tumor cell suppression,^[@bibr19-2472555220917113]^ and regulatory T-cell stability,^[@bibr20-2472555220917113]^ have been reported. However, there are technical challenges associated with the identification/verification of the molecular target of an interesting small-molecule hit, termed "target deconvolution."^[@bibr12-2472555220917113],[@bibr21-2472555220917113]^ Although recent advances in chemoproteomics, machine learning, cell microarray, and other methods have been adopted to facilitate target deconvolution,^[@bibr22-2472555220917113][@bibr23-2472555220917113][@bibr24-2472555220917113][@bibr25-2472555220917113][@bibr26-2472555220917113]--[@bibr27-2472555220917113]^ there remain few examples of novel targets identified through this approach.^[@bibr28-2472555220917113]^ Thus, there is a need to explore the benefits of additional screening modalities for target discovery. Phenotypic screening using functionalized fragment sets has been described to enable straightforward target deconvolution since fragments will be irreversibly bonded to target proteins.^[@bibr29-2472555220917113]^ Small interfering (si) RNA and lately CRISPR libraries have allowed functional genomics screens for the identification of novel drug targets.^[@bibr30-2472555220917113][@bibr31-2472555220917113][@bibr32-2472555220917113]--[@bibr33-2472555220917113]^

Secretome-based screening builds on the concept that the secreted proteins are biologically active signaling molecules. When a secretome resource/library is used in combination with PDD, novel targets and signaling pathways can be identified. In this review article, we describe the concept of secretome-based screening using human secreted proteins in combination with different cellular readouts. We give a summary of the field, including industrial efforts, for example, EMDSereno,^[@bibr34-2472555220917113]^ FivePrime Therapeutics,^[@bibr35-2472555220917113],[@bibr36-2472555220917113]^ Genomics Institute of the Novartis Research Foundation (GNF),^[@bibr37-2472555220917113][@bibr38-2472555220917113][@bibr39-2472555220917113]--[@bibr40-2472555220917113]^ Novartis,^[@bibr41-2472555220917113]^ and academic efforts.^[@bibr42-2472555220917113],[@bibr43-2472555220917113]^ We describe the screening platform that has been set up at AstraZeneca, in collaboration with the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, in more detail. Learnings, insights, and challenges are shared. In addition, our view on future applications of secretome-based screening in drug discovery, as well as accessibility to a secretome library, is discussed.

Antibody-based phenotypic screening or methods to study interactions between secreted proteins and receptors will not be covered and readers are referred to other reviews.^[@bibr44-2472555220917113][@bibr45-2472555220917113]--[@bibr46-2472555220917113]^

The Concept of Secretome-Based Screening {#section2-2472555220917113}
========================================

Secretome-based screening was first described in the postgenomics era when secreted proteins could be identified by a bioinformatics approach, produced by recombinant expression in high-throughput fashion, and tested in different cell-based assays to identify an effect^[@bibr34-2472555220917113],[@bibr35-2472555220917113],[@bibr37-2472555220917113],[@bibr41-2472555220917113]^ (**[Fig. 1A](#fig1-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). In the human body, secreted proteins function as agonists (**[Fig. 1A](#fig1-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**, scenario 1) or antagonists (**[Fig. 1A](#fig1-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**, scenario 2), inducing or inhibiting physiological effects at a cellular level, respectively. Therefore, different types of responses are ideally measured in cell-based assays such as those used in a secretome-based approach. Secreted proteins can also function as decoy factors in signaling pathways, resulting in an antagonist response. There are several examples of decoy factors in the transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) superfamily of proteins,^[@bibr47-2472555220917113]^ which regulate the signaling via the receptors by binding to cognate ligands and inhibiting a response.^[@bibr48-2472555220917113],[@bibr49-2472555220917113]^ A similar effect can be observed when extracellular domains (ECDs) of single-pass plasma TM proteins are shed from the membrane.^[@bibr50-2472555220917113],[@bibr51-2472555220917113]^ The output of a screen can identify proteins of therapeutic interest at several discrete steps of the workflow (**[Fig. 1B](#fig1-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). Actives from the primary screen can be of interest. The cognate receptor can be identified in follow-up screening experiments using ECDs.^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ Genes in pathways that are upregulated by secretome proteins can be identified by transcriptome profiling^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ and confirmed by siRNA and/or the generation of cell line models that lack the gene of interest.^[@bibr52-2472555220917113],[@bibr53-2472555220917113]^

![Concept of secretome-based screening---the combination of a secretome library and a cell-based assay with a disease-relevant readout results in the identification of novel targets and elucidation of signal transduction pathways. (**A**) Different responses can be measured in a secretome-based assay. (1) A secreted ligand (triangle) induces an agonist response that results in an increase in the signal of the phenotypic readout. (2) A secreted ligand functions as an antagonist and reduces the signal of the phenotypic readout. (3) A secreted ligand or ECD function as a decoy factor. (4) A secreted ligand is an enzyme, which produces a metabolite that affects the phenotypic readout. The arrows illustrate that both agonist (gray) and antagonist (black) readouts can be measured. (**B**) Novel biology and putative targets can be discovered at different stages of the secretome-based workflow.](10.1177_2472555220917113-fig1){#fig1-2472555220917113}

Affinities and/or Kd values between ligand--cognate receptor pairs reported in the literature vary between low picomolar and low micromolar.^[@bibr35-2472555220917113],[@bibr54-2472555220917113][@bibr55-2472555220917113]--[@bibr56-2472555220917113]^ It is critical that the concentration of individual samples in the secreted protein library is determined before doing an unbiased secretome screen. This avoids false negatives due to low concentrations of proteins in the assay. This is why most efforts have established methods to quantify the amount of protein produced. However, a low-affinity interaction is sometimes accompanied by a high-affinity interaction, within a ligand--heterodimeric receptor complex, enabling fine-tuning and specificity of a particular signaling response.^[@bibr56-2472555220917113]^

A secretome library offers various benefits over other libraries used for PDD. First, the size of the library is small compared with other libraries, enabling screening with precious and disease-relevant cells. Second, cells used for the secretome-based screens do not need to be manipulated via transfection as needed for siRNA screens or to be manipulated to enable Cas9 expression as needed for CRISPR functional genomics screens. This enables screening with primary cells without manipulations. Third, the constituents of the secretome library are biologically relevant. This should make target identification potentially easier than for small molecules. Finally, the secretome library has better coverage of agonistic MoAs than the small-molecule compound set. However, the secretome library also has certain drawbacks. It primarily captures biology that is orchestrated from the plasma membrane and thus is less ideal when probing biology that is mechanistically initiated from the intracellular environment, for example, DNA-repair mechanisms and metabolic events. It has less coverage of antagonistic MoAs than the small-molecule set and CRISPR library and the inherent selectivity may lead to a low hit rate. Therefore, ideally, a secretome library should be used as a complementary approach together with small-molecule, siRNA, and CRISPR libraries. Various secretome libraries and outcomes from secretome-based screens are summarized in **[Tables 1](#table1-2472555220917113){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2-2472555220917113){ref-type="table"}** and reviewed in more detail later.

###### 

Summary of Different Secretome-Based Efforts That Have Been Described in the Literature.

![](10.1177_2472555220917113-table1)

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Research Institute/Company                                                                     Library                                                                              Expression System                           Scale                                                                Amount                    Advantages                                                                       Disadvantages
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Liu et al.,^[@bibr43-2472555220917113]^ School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Peking University   3899 proteins in medium                                                              HEK secretome-enriched lentiviral library   Cells in secretome-screen transduced with library in 96-well plate   Not described             Quick production of library\                                                     Library also contains intracellular proteins\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Potential enrichment of proteins that are secreted via unconvential mechanisms   False negatives and false positives due to using conditioned medium

  van Asten et al.,^[@bibr42-2472555220917113]^ Faculty of Medicine, University of Amsterdam     756 proteins in medium                                                               HEK\                                        96 wells; 1 mL                                                       30 ng/mL and 1.4 μg/mL\   Quick production of library                                                      False negatives and false positives due to using conditioned medium
                                                                                                                                                                                      cDNA                                                                                                             2 model proteins                                                                                           

  KTH^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^                                                                923 purified proteins                                                                CHO\                                        60 mL                                                                14 µM                     Library can be stored\                                                           Long time to produce complete library\
                                                                                                                                                                                      cDNA                                                                                                                                       Each protein at known concentration\                                             Stability of produced proteins may be an issue
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 QCed                                                                             

  FivePrime Therapeutics^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^                                             4180^[a](#table-fn2-2472555220917113){ref-type="table-fn"}^ proteins in medium       HEK\                                        96 wells                                                             20 ng/mL                                                                                                   False negatives and false positives due to using conditioned medium
                                                                                                                                                                                      cDNA                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  GNF^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^                                                                806--4000^[b](#table-fn3-2472555220917113){ref-type="table-fn"}^ purified proteins   HEK\                                        35 mL                                                                \>100 μg                  Library can be stored\                                                           Rigid process with PEPP
                                                                                                                                                                                      cDNA                                                                                                                                       Relatively quick production of purified proteins\                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 QCed                                                                             

  EMD Serono^[@bibr34-2472555220917113]^                                                         2200^[a](#table-fn2-2472555220917113){ref-type="table-fn"}^ purified proteins        HEK\                                        100 mL                                                               35 μg/100 mL              Library can be stored\                                                           Low amounts generated
                                                                                                                                                                                      cDNA                                                                                                                                       QCed proteins                                                                    

  Novartis^[@bibr41-2472555220917113]^                                                           2803 proteins in medium                                                              HEK\                                        384 wells                                                            ND                        Quick production of library                                                      False negatives and false positives due to using conditioned medium
                                                                                                                                                                                      cDNA                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ND = not described.

A similar library has been used in additional described efforts.^[@bibr36-2472555220917113]^

A similar library has been used in additional described efforts.^[@bibr5-2472555220917113],[@bibr38-2472555220917113][@bibr39-2472555220917113]--[@bibr40-2472555220917113]^

###### 

Summary of Targets That Have Been Generated from Secretome-Based Screens and Additional Validation Assays.

![](10.1177_2472555220917113-table2)

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Research Institute/Company                                                                        Target Identified                     Biological Mechanism                                                                        Receptor Deconvolution                                                              Receptor                                                                                                   Follow-Up Assays                                                                             In Vivo Models/Clinical Trials                                                                                     Drug Discovery Project
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  AstraZeneca^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^                                                           FGF16                                 CPC proliferation                                                                           No, but used biosensor analysis to map receptor preferences                         FGFR                                                                                                       Primary mouse CPCs\                                                                          FGF16 induces cardiomyocyte replication in neonatal mice subjected to cryoinjury^[@bibr111-2472555220917113]^      No
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     iPSC-derived CMs                                                                                                                                                                                                

  Barrow et al.^[@bibr5-2472555220917113][a](#table-fn5-2472555220917113){ref-type="table-fn"}^     PDGF-DD                               GFP reporter cell line expressing NKp44-CD3z fusion membrane protein                        Primary screen resulted in identification of PDGF-DD--NKp44 ligand--receptor pair   Interaction confirmed by Biacore                                                                           NK cell activation                                                                           Tumor-derived PDGF-DD restricts outgrowth of solid tumor                                                           No, for a recent review see^[@bibr106-2472555220917113]^

  GNF^[@bibr37-2472555220917113][a](#table-fn5-2472555220917113){ref-type="table-fn"}^              PEDF                                  Human embryonic stem cell self-renewal                                                      Knockdown of PEDF receptor mRNA with shRNA                                          PEDF receptor                                                                                              Long-term growth in secondary hESC self-renewal assays                                       PEDF injected into SCID mice promoted teratomas                                                                    No; for a recent review on PEDF see He et al.^[@bibr114-2472555220917113]^

  FivePrime Therapeutics^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^                                                IL-34                                 Specific for monocyte viability assay; tested across a panel of 25 assays                   Unbiased ECD screening\                                                             CSF-1R; note that CSF-1R has 2 ligands and IL-34 was identified by the secretome-based screen              Promoted formation of macrophage progenitor cells in human bone marrow cultures              In several clinical trials---pancreatic cancer, liver cancer, biliary tract cancer, pancreatic cancer, melanoma\   Monoclonal antibody against CSF-1R\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Antibody blocking of effect                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Also in combination therapy with additional antibodies                                                             Blocks binding of IL-34 and CSFR; this blocks the production of inflammatory mediators by macrophages and monocytes and reduces inflammation

  FivePrime Therapeutics^[@bibr36-2472555220917113]^                                                FAM150A, FAM150B                      Identification of ligands for human leukocyte tyrosine kinase receptor                      FAM150A and FAM150B identified in primary screen                                    Leukocyte tyrosine kinase receptor                                                                         Enzyme-linked immunosorber assay (ELISA) readout: receptor phosphorylation in HEK293 cells   No---proof-of-concept screen                                                                                       No

  Novartis^[@bibr41-2472555220917113]^                                                              EGF and FGF family of proteins, HGF   Proof-of-concept assay\                                                                     ND                                                                                  ND                                                                                                         Additional cancer cell line assays                                                           Combination therapies in mouse xenograft models                                                                    Combinatorial small-molecule drug inhibitor therapies
                                                                                                                                          Proliferation of cancer cells in the presence of relevant inhibitor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  Liu et al.,^[@bibr43-2472555220917113]^ School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Peking University      CSF2                                  Proof-of-concept assay, proliferation of TF-1 cells                                         ND                                                                                  ND                                                                                                         ND                                                                                           ND                                                                                                                 ND

  Locci et al.^[@bibr39-2472555220917113][a](#table-fn5-2472555220917113){ref-type="table-fn"}^     Activin                               Primary CD4+ T differentiation into T~fh~ cells                                             No                                                                                  Antibody against type II activin receptors decreased effect                                                Flow cytometry of primary CD4+ T cells from different donors\                                No, lack of translation of effect, using primary cells from mice                                                   ND
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Small-molecule inhibition of signaling                                                                                                                                                                          

  Sampath et al.^[@bibr38-2472555220917113][a](#table-fn5-2472555220917113){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Oncostatin M                          Induction of muscle cell quiescence using primary mouse muscle cells and pooled screening   No                                                                                  Confirmation of receptor expression by qPCR and in vivo testing in mouse model lacking obligate receptor   In vivo-based imaging screen                                                                 Engraftment in mouse model                                                                                         ND

  Scietti et al.^[@bibr40-2472555220917113][a](#table-fn5-2472555220917113){ref-type="table-fn"}^   1\. C1q\                              1\. 75 proteins from the complement system screened against a staphylococcal library\       ND                                                                                  Interactions confirmed by BLI biophysical approaches\                                                      BLI-based octet analysis and flow cytometry                                                  ND                                                                                                                 ND
                                                                                                    2. Lox1                               2. Identifying ligands in the complete secretome library for meningococcal adhesin NadA                                                                                         2. Interaction confirmed by overexpression of Lox1 on mammalian cells                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  van Asten et al.,^[@bibr42-2472555220917113]^ Faculty of Medicine, University of Amsterdam        FGF16                                 Inhibition of viral infection of HAP1 cells                                                 No                                                                                  FGFR                                                                                                       Confirmed in other cell lines                                                                ND                                                                                                                 Could lead to the development of novel antiviral medicines
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BLI = bio-layer interferometry; ND = not described.

All efforts used libraries generated by GNF.^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^

Secretome Libraries {#section3-2472555220917113}
===================

Annotation of the Library {#section4-2472555220917113}
-------------------------

There are several different databases available for annotation of the library, including Uniprot (<https://www.uniprot.org/>),^[@bibr57-2472555220917113]^ Ensembl (<http://www.ensembl.org/>),^[@bibr58-2472555220917113]^ pfam (<http://pfam.xfam.org/>),^[@bibr59-2472555220917113]^ and the NCBI Reference Sequence Database (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/>).^[@bibr60-2472555220917113]^

When a gene list for production of a secretome library is assembled, secreted proteins in the genome need to be stratified from the remaining human genome consisting of intracellular proteins and membrane proteins. Underlying the stratification is prediction of cellular location by, for example, identification of sorting sequence^[@bibr61-2472555220917113]^ or membrane region.^[@bibr62-2472555220917113],[@bibr63-2472555220917113]^ There are several databases focusing on identification of secreted proteins including the Secreted Protein Discovery Initiative,^[@bibr64-2472555220917113]^ the Secreted Protein Database,^[@bibr65-2472555220917113]^ and the more recent MetazSecKB and VerSeDa^[@bibr66-2472555220917113],[@bibr67-2472555220917113]^ databases. In Uniprot, secreted proteins are also annotated with a function according to keywords for molecular function and/or assigned to a biological process. These include growth factors, cytokines, hormones, regenerative factors, coagulation factors, and different classes of enzymes. The largest annotated group is enzymes, followed by proteins related to immunity, growth factors, and cytokines.

Different secretome-based screening initiatives have stratified their libraries slightly differently^[@bibr34-2472555220917113],[@bibr35-2472555220917113],[@bibr37-2472555220917113],[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ but basically using the same principle of predictions of a signal peptide and TM regions, based on algorithms and public information available.

In Jennbacken et al.,^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ we describe how we stratified our library. Secreted proteins were defined as all Uniprot entries having the subcellular location "Secreted" in addition to all genes with at least one transcript predicted to be secreted according to the Human Protein Atlas (HPA). For prediction of secreted proteins in HPA, three different signal peptide prediction algorithms,^[@bibr69-2472555220917113][@bibr70-2472555220917113]--[@bibr71-2472555220917113]^ in combination with seven different TM region prediction algorithms,^[@bibr72-2472555220917113]^ were used. To be categorized as secreted, a transcript must have a signal peptide predicted by at least two of three methods, and no TM region predicted by four or more methods. Selected ECDs were also included in the secretome library. One-pass TM proteins for the production of ECDs were selected from Uniprot entries with subcellular location "one-pass TM proteins," as well as from HPA TM region predictions.^[@bibr72-2472555220917113]^

Additional stratification of a secretome library is useful to be able to prioritize in which order the library should be produced. Gonzalez et al. describes^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^ how they use genome-wide association scans of different traits that are relevant to disease in human samples^[@bibr73-2472555220917113],[@bibr74-2472555220917113]^ and traits of inbred mice^[@bibr75-2472555220917113]^ to stratify their library. At AstraZeneca we used additional databases such as GeneOntology: "Extracellular space" annotation, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) analysis, and an in silico survey of relevant literature, including the "Human Secretome Atlas"^[@bibr76-2472555220917113]^ and specific stratification for cardiac cells,^[@bibr77-2472555220917113][@bibr78-2472555220917113][@bibr79-2472555220917113][@bibr80-2472555220917113]--[@bibr81-2472555220917113]^ for the library described above.

A functional analysis of the library, using the Uniprot keywords (**[Fig. 2A](#fig2-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**), shows that the library contains growth factors, cytokines, and regenerative factors such as the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) family, PDGF family, interferons, growth/differentiation factor (GDF) proteins, and neurotrophic factors, with one-fifth of the proteins in the library, according to Uniprot keywords, having no annotated function. This secretome library is similar to the other described libraries^[@bibr35-2472555220917113],[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^ and contains well-known secreted proteins, as well as a substantial number of less characterized proteins.

![The secretome library---the constituents, how to produce it, information flow, and sample management. (**A**) Annotation of the KTH secretome library comprising more than 1500 produced secreted proteins and ECDs. Secreted proteins can be divided into different subcategories based on Uniprot keywords for molecular function and/or biological process. The circle diagram shows the division into subfamilies as indicated. (**B**) Overview of protein production. (1) Bioinformatics to design constructs for all human secreted proteins and selected ECDs of one-pass TM proteins. (2) Gene synthesis and custom cloning of the constructs followed by sequence verification. (3) Plasmid preparation and additional sequence verification before entering the protein production. (4) Protein expression using the episomal QMCF vector in CHO cells. (5) Protein purification using the C-terminal HPC4 tag. (6) Protein quality check. (**C**) Overview of the information flow and sample management process. (1) Purified proteins in 2D barcoded vials. (2) Protein batches were thawed once and dispensed into subaliquots (15--20 µL) that were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. (3) Aliquots were stored at −80 °C until tested in the cell-based screens. (4) Proteins were dispensed and diluted in 384-well plates before addition to cell-based assays. (5) Data information handling. The library is registered in AstraZeneca compound management databases to allow for the integration between compound handling, assay screening, and data analysis.](10.1177_2472555220917113-fig2){#fig2-2472555220917113}

Recently, Uhlén et al.^[@bibr9-2472555220917113]^ published an extensive additional annotation of the human secretome where the actively secreted proteins in humans were identified. Starting with a bioinformatics-based definition of the secretome, a set consisting of 2641 genes with at least one predicted secreted isoform was manually annotated and classified into three major categories: (1) the blood proteins, (2) the locally secreted proteins, and (3) the intracellular or membrane-associated proteins. Groups 1 and 2 were defined as the secreted genes and consisted of 1709 genes with at least one secreted protein isoform (available at the <http://www.proteinatlas.org/blood>). The remaining 932 genes in group 3 were annotated as having an intracellular or membrane-associated location.

Liu et al. do the stratification in an entirely different way.^[@bibr43-2472555220917113]^ The practical work is started with the complete set of open reading frames in the human genome (ORFeome V8.1 library; <http://horfdb.dfci.harvard.edu/>)^[@bibr82-2472555220917113]^ in frame with a truncated form of human CD4 containing the membrane-spanning part. The resulting lentiviral library is transduced into HEK293 cells and sorted using a CD4 antibody. Genes that correspond to proteins that are secreted will be displayed on the surface and constitute the basis of the secretome library. Almost 4000 DNA sequences were found in the secretome-enriched library. Nine hundred sequences correspond to secreted proteins according to database annotation, and these account for \~80% of the produced proteins in the library based on copy number. Around 1000 genes are annotated as intracellular proteins and 800 genes have an unknown function. This method to produce the library is interesting since it could possibly be more effective in enriching for proteins that are secreted via unconventional mechanisms.^[@bibr2-2472555220917113]^ However, this will require more data to be generated using the secretome-enriched library to be conclusive.

The library generated by FivePrime Therapeutics is based on generation of cDNAs from human tissue material from diverse sources such as fetal, normal adult, cancer adult, and inflamed adult human tissue.^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ The library is highlighted in an investment report from 2014 (<http://investor.fiveprime.com/static-files/c4ea6f83-e6ed-4334-accb-7ffb002a0122>; p 81) and described to comprise a more comprehensive collection of "full-length" cDNA clones based on the use of proprietary technology to capture additional mRNAs with intact 5′ ends.

Production and Quality Control of the Library {#section5-2472555220917113}
---------------------------------------------

Secretome libraries can be produced in different ways, including de novo produced recombinant proteins in conditioned medium,^[@bibr35-2472555220917113],[@bibr37-2472555220917113],[@bibr41-2472555220917113],[@bibr42-2472555220917113]^ purified proteins,^[@bibr34-2472555220917113],[@bibr37-2472555220917113],[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ or a lentiviral secretome-enriched open reading frame library.^[@bibr43-2472555220917113]^

The quality and the concentration of the secreted protein library to be used in the functional assay is critical. Therefore, it is very important to choose a eukaryotic expression host, preferably a mammalian host, for production of the secretome library.^[@bibr83-2472555220917113],[@bibr84-2472555220917113]^ This should enable correct folding and posttranslational modifications of produced human secretome proteins. Posttranslational modifications include glycosylations^[@bibr85-2472555220917113]^ and removal of pro-peptides that are present in some secreted protein families such as the TGF-β superfamily^[@bibr47-2472555220917113]^ and the PDGF family.^[@bibr86-2472555220917113]^ Proteins that contain pro-peptides will most likely be inactive in a secretome-based screen if they are not processed properly. The most frequently described expression host for production of a secretome library is human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells, followed by Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, also used for the production of most biological drugs.^[@bibr87-2472555220917113]^

It is useful to establish a general process for production when making a secretome library (illustrated in **[Fig. 2B](#fig2-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). Frequently, the native signal peptide is replaced by a generic signal peptide (e.g., IgK or CD33) to standardize secretion from cells.^[@bibr37-2472555220917113],[@bibr68-2472555220917113],[@bibr88-2472555220917113]^ Proteins that are normally secreted via an unconventional mechanism^[@bibr2-2472555220917113]^ are generally produced via the secretory pathway, by inserting a signal peptide at the N-terminus. This might possibly lead to the production of a protein that deviates at the N-terminus, compared with the endogenous protein.

[**Table 1**](#table1-2472555220917113){ref-type="table"} lists different human secretome libraries that have been published. The libraries can be divided into three categories: (1) conditioned medium libraries containing expressed secretome proteins, but also metabolites, growth factors, and extracellular matrix proteins secreted by the cells; (2) purified protein libraries; and (3) a secretome-enriched lentiviral library that starts with the full human ORFeome.^[@bibr43-2472555220917113]^

### Conditioned Medium Libraries {#section6-2472555220917113}

Generation of a conditioned medium library is described in the seminal article by Lin et al.^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ After the initial stratification for production, human cDNAs were generated from different human tissues, resulting in a cDNA collection consisting of a total of 4180 constructs for protein production. All proteins were expressed in HEK293T suspension cells in 96-well plates. A generic signal peptide was used for expression of the ECDs. Proteins were expressed with and without a C-terminal V5-His affinity tag to allow for the detection and quantification of secreted protein. According to Lin et al., 90% of clones secreted detectable protein into the medium, with the median concentration of protein produced being 20 ng/mL.

Harbinski et al.^[@bibr41-2472555220917113]^ and van Asten et al.^[@bibr42-2472555220917113]^ used a similar setup except for that genes were sourced commercially; there was no affinity tag included for detection and, in the case of van Asten et al., cultures were at the larger 24-well scale.^[@bibr42-2472555220917113]^

A serum-free defined medium is preferred when proteins are used directly for screening, without purification, since it cannot be excluded that, for example, growth factors and other agents could contribute to a polypharmacological effect on the functional readout. Lin et al. used a serum-containing medium,^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ and all conditioned medium samples were used in screens within 12 h. This also avoids degradation or modification of produced proteins by components that are present in the medium.

It usually takes a few weeks to produce a complete secretome-conditioned medium library containing a few thousand proteins if proteins are produced in parallel in 96-well plates.

### Purified Protein Libraries {#section7-2472555220917113}

The first description of a purified human secretome library was published in 2006.^[@bibr34-2472555220917113]^ In this example, all proteins were expressed in HEK293-EBNA cells at 100--500 mL culture scale. In this large project that lasted for 4 years, 2200 protein batches were purified in total. The success rate of production was quite low (30%).^[@bibr34-2472555220917113]^ This may be explained by choice of cells for expression and use of native signal peptide instead of generic.^[@bibr88-2472555220917113]^ Also, recent advances in mammalian cell culture^[@bibr83-2472555220917113],[@bibr84-2472555220917113]^ have probably contributed to higher success rates in later efforts.

Gonzalez et al.^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^ described a fully automated Protein Expression and Purification Platform (PEPP) robot for the expression and purification of 24 proteins in parallel at \<100 mL scale. Success rates were as high as 70%, with average yields reported to be 3 µg/mL.^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^ In this example, proteins were secreted with and without an FC tag enabling immobilization of the library for different downstream applications, such as the identification of ligand--receptor pairs.^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ Throughput for the production of a purified protein library varies between 25 proteins/week^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ and 200--400 proteins/week using the PEPP platform.^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^

For purified proteins, a more rigorous quality package should be established.^[@bibr34-2472555220917113],[@bibr37-2472555220917113],[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ It is vital to implement a sample management process that reduces the number of freeze--thaw cycles and to control how protein stability is affected by storage. As a consequence, a separate vial of protein should be used for the quality check (QC) analysis.

### Generation of the KTH Library {#section8-2472555220917113}

We use the KTH library as an example to illustrate in detail how a purified secretome library is generated. A standardized pipeline has been established, including construct design, gene synthesis, protein production, protein purification, and quality control, with the aim of producing pure protein samples (illustrated in **[Fig. 2B](#fig2-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). It is important that the secretome proteins contain low endotoxin levels, since some cell types including immune cells (e.g., macrophages and dendrocytes) regulate the immunoresponse to pathogens and are exquisitely sensitive to endotoxin.^[@bibr89-2472555220917113]^ Thus, measures were taken to ensure that all proteins were produced in a low-endotoxin environment. All proteins were transiently produced in CHO cells using an episomal protein production system.^[@bibr90-2472555220917113]^ The recombinant proteins were produced with a purification tag (HPC4) at the C-terminus facilitating affinity purification using an antibody-based chromatography resin with calcium ion-dependent affinity for the HPC4 tag. This system was chosen since it enables a mild elution from the capturing resin.^[@bibr91-2472555220917113]^ After desalting, the protein concentration was determined by A280 absorbance measurement. The purity was analyzed using sodium dodecyl sulfate--polyacrylamide gel electrophorsis (SDS-PAGE) and Western blot, and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) peptide mapping was used for final identification. The average concentration of the more than 1500 proteins produced was 14 µM. Proteins that had a concentration lower than 2 µM were excluded from the final library. Since cell culture medium was removed during the purification process, polypharmacological effects due to other contaminating factors could be largely excluded.

Sample Management and Protein Storage {#section9-2472555220917113}
-------------------------------------

There are different requirements for the handling of secretome samples depending on if conditioned medium or purified proteins are used for screening. In the former case, when screening takes place immediately after production of the library, a liquid handling robotic system is needed. If a purified protein secretome library is produced within a few weeks,^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^ long-term storage of proteins may not need to be considered. However, when library production takes several months to years, a process needs to be established.^[@bibr34-2472555220917113],[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ Our process for sample management is outlined in [**Figure 2C**](#fig2-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"} and is similar to the one described by Battle et al.^[@bibr34-2472555220917113]^ After production, each protein batch was thawed once and divided into smaller aliquots before snap-freezing and long-term storage. Before each new screen, an aliquot was thawed and dispensed at the desired concentration in a deep well plate before adding to the cell-based assay. All information about the individual proteins in the library (i.e., gene name, sequence, concentration, and QC report) is maintained in a laboratory information system at KTH and exported to AstraZeneca's Labguru application (BioData; <http://www.labguru.com//>), which is used to share information about preclinical bioreagents. The library of proteins is also registered in AstraZeneca's compound management databases (internal AstraZeneca software and Mosaic; <https://www.titian.co.uk>), originally used for small molecules but now expanded to handle proteins. This allow for seamless integration between compound handling, assay screening, and data analysis. Cross-referencing of the databases allows full traceability of results and information.

A Secretome-Based Screening Workflow {#section10-2472555220917113}
====================================

In [**Figure 3A**](#fig3-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"} a secretome-based workflow is illustrated for a flow cytometry secretome-based screen in 384-well format using two different marker readouts. Similar cell-based screening setups have been published.^[@bibr20-2472555220917113],[@bibr39-2472555220917113]^ Production of the library should occur in the same location as the screening if conditioned medium is used. Ideally, each individual protein in the secretome library should be tested in duplicate at several different concentrations,^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ provided that a sufficient number of cells are available. One rationale for testing the library at multiple concentrations is that response curves can be bell-shaped due to receptor desensitization, counterregulatory mechanisms, or self-inhibition of a receptor at higher concentration.^[@bibr92-2472555220917113][@bibr93-2472555220917113]--[@bibr94-2472555220917113]^ The library should be screenable in a small number of plates (\<20 plates) due to its size and the compatibility of cell-based assays with the 384-well format. Cells are usually incubated with secretome proteins for 1--5 days to capture cell proliferation, differentiation, and de novo expression of specific marker proteins. Cells are usually fixed before analysis. Ideally, positive and negative controls should be included on all plates. Z′ calculated from positive and negative controls is normally used for characterizing assay performance. Assay quality criteria similar to those of other PDD approaches apply to secretome-based screens. Primary actives are identified by applying an activity threshold cutoff.

![The secretome-based workflow from initial screen to confirmed active. (**A**) Schematic flow diagram showing the different steps in a typical secretome-based screen using purified proteins. (1) Usually the full library is tested at three concentrations in duplicate. A small volume of secretome protein (typically 1 µL) is added to each well (typically 40--50 µL). This results in a top concentration of 200 nM protein for a majority of samples tested. Occasionally, another dose of protein is added to the cells during incubation if the assay is running for a long period of time (\>3 days). (2) Actives from the primary screen are confirmed in dose response in the primary assay. (3) A list of confirmed active proteins will be annotated in silico. This involves, for example, literature searches, expression data, disease relevance, and human target validation. (4) Additional protein will be produced so that the secretome library is not depleted. (5) Annotated actives will be tested in additional biologic effect assays (BEAs) before initiating any mechanistic studies (6). (**B**) An illustrative example of one assay where two markers are measured simultaneously.^[@bibr20-2472555220917113],[@bibr39-2472555220917113]^ As a result, four types of actives are identified that affect the markers differently (see main text).](10.1177_2472555220917113-fig3){#fig3-2472555220917113}

The output from a primary screen, with independent measurement of more than one marker, can be quite complex; for example, four types of actives are identified if two markers are measured (**[Fig. 3B](#fig3-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). Next, the primary actives should be reconfirmed in concentration response (CR). If human primary cells are used, cells from different donors need to be tested since variability of cells can be expected. Cell viability should be checked in parallel to rule out that the effect was caused by a contaminating agent such as endotoxins. Locci et al. tested 2688 unique proteins for the induction of two markers (C-X-C chemokine receptor type 5 and programmed cell death protein 1). Cells were treated with secretome proteins for 5 days before analysis by flow cytometry. Eleven interferons were shown to inhibit the expression of markers. Activin A was described as the most potent inducer of both markers.^[@bibr39-2472555220917113]^ The results were confirmed in cells from multiple donors using purified activin A from different vendors.

Once initial actives have been confirmed in CR, the list of confirmed active proteins should be annotated in silico, including information concerning cognate receptor and signaling. In addition, expression data, disease relevance, and human target validation should be considered. Prioritization of the annotated proteins will generate a list to guide additional protein production, to avoid depletion of the secretome library. Commercially available proteins^[@bibr5-2472555220917113],[@bibr39-2472555220917113],[@bibr41-2472555220917113]^ or internally purified proteins^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ are usually used at this stage if conditioned medium is used for primary screening. This enables the testing of a few selected candidate proteins in additional biologic effect assays, biophysical experiments, and combinatorial screening with compounds to elucidate receptor preferences.

In the 2008 article from Lin et al.,^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ note that some proteins with "low selectivity" emerge as actives across the 25 different assays. Proteins denoted as low-selectivity proteins include the interferon-α family, FGF2, FGF3, and some of the interleukins. In contrast, other proteins, such as interleukin 34 (IL-34), are active for a specific cell type and thus display a "high functional selectivity." We have made similar observations when applying the KTH library to different assays (unpublished).^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ For example, FGF9 is active on different cell types, including cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs) and cardiac fibroblasts (CFs), whereas FGF16 is specific for the CPCs.^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ It should also be noted that FGF16 and other members of the FGF family were identified as a potent inhibitor of viral replication in a secretome-based screen using the near-haploid cancer cell line HAP-1.^[@bibr42-2472555220917113]^

After an active has been identified in a phenotypic screen, the next step is to determine whether the effect is mediated via a ligand--receptor interaction or via some other mechanism (different scenarios are illustrated in **[Figs. 1A](#fig1-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). If enzymes are identified as actives from a secretome screen, it should be established whether the effect on the functional readout is dependent on the catalytic activity of the enzyme. For example, a catalytic-dead mutant version of the protein can be produced and tested in the assay. Another approach is to use a small-molecule inhibitor to block a function.^[@bibr39-2472555220917113],[@bibr95-2472555220917113]^ In some cases, when there good precedence for the identity of the cognate receptor, such as FGF ligands and FGF receptors or interferon-α ligands and interferon-α 1 and interferon-α 2 receptors, there may be little need for additional receptor deconvolution. However, this is often not the case. Moreover, there is a strong desire to identify novel ligand--receptor pairs from a secretome-based screen.

![A summary of different steps needed to identify a receptor and signaling pathway induced by a secreted ligand. When an active has been identified from a secretome-based screen, the next step is to identify the cognate receptor and/or enzymatic activity that is needed to transduce the signal into the cells. There are several methods available to establish the identity of the receptor as described in the main text. Also, gene expression analysis can be utilized to profile the transcriptional events that are induced by the active secretome proteins. Finally, this can be confirmed by siRNA or precise genome editing (PGE). See text for more details.](10.1177_2472555220917113-fig4){#fig4-2472555220917113}

Different ways of receptor deconvolution are illustrated in [**Figure 4**](#fig4-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}. Ligand--receptor pairs can be identified via ECD screening, as discussed previously. As a result, the functional effect will be antagonized by the ECD binding to the ligand. Ligand--receptor pairs can also be identified in the primary screen by using a target-based approach as described by Zhang et al.^[@bibr36-2472555220917113]^ and Barrow et al.^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ Also, a small-molecule library annotated for plasma membrane receptor can be used. Arrayed CRISPR and siRNA libraries comprising the plasma membrane proteome can also be applied.^[@bibr54-2472555220917113]^

The receptor of the GDF15 ligand, which regulates appetite, was identified by several different groups by overexpression of a cDNA library comprising the plasma membrane proteome,^[@bibr55-2472555220917113],[@bibr96-2472555220917113][@bibr97-2472555220917113]--[@bibr98-2472555220917113]^ or by bespoke pull-down experiments.^[@bibr99-2472555220917113]^ More involved methods include chemoproteomic approaches where the purified ligand is labeled with a reactive group that can be crosslinked to, for example, live cells.^[@bibr100-2472555220917113]^

Pathway biology can be interrogated via transcriptomics experiments independent of whether receptor identification experiments were successful. Once putative genes have been identified, this can be followed by targeted siRNA or CRISPR knockout experiments. This should be finalized by translational experiments, for example, in vivo model experiments looking at a therapeutical benefit in a relevant disease model.

In summary, access to a high-quality secretome library as well as disease-relevant cells and assays enables the identification of secreted proteins that regulate a phenotype of interest. Target identification for secretome actives with known receptors can be easier than for small-molecule actives. However, for secretome actives with unknown receptors, the deconvolution work will require bespoke approaches that may not result in the identification of the receptor/target.

Application of Secretome-Based Screening for Target Identification {#section11-2472555220917113}
==================================================================

A secretome-based screening approach was first described by Merck Serono/EMD Serono.^[@bibr34-2472555220917113]^ However, no details were given on therapeutic alignment or cellular readouts applied with the generated secretome library. FivePrime Therapeutics^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ reported the development of a proprietary secretome-based platform that facilitated the discovery of IL-34 as a target for cancer treatment (described in more detail below). The GNF library^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^ enabled the identification of PEDF as a regulator of stem cell renewal.^[@bibr37-2472555220917113]^ Collaborations between GNF and other groups have resulted in the identification of novel target biology (summarized in [**Table 2**](#table2-2472555220917113){ref-type="table"}). For example, Locci et al.^[@bibr39-2472555220917113]^ describes the identification of activin as a regulator of differentiation of follicular helper T (T~fh~) cells for the treatment of autoimmune diseases. Sampath et al. describe the identification of oncostatin M as an inducer of muscle stem cell quiescence, which could be of interest to stem cell engraftment.^[@bibr38-2472555220917113]^ Barrow et al. reported the identification of ligand--receptor pairs by screening a secretome library^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ (described in more detail below). Finally, Scietti et al. uses the library to interrogate host--pathogen interactions relevant to infection diseases.^[@bibr40-2472555220917113]^ Novartis^[@bibr41-2472555220917113]^ has also used commercial cDNA libraries to identify signaling pathways that are involved in drug-induced resistance in different cancers. Independent academic efforts include the identification of secreted factors that inhibit virus infection, in addition to well-known secreted proteins such as the interferons.^[@bibr42-2472555220917113]^

At AstraZeneca there is a growing interest in regenerative aspects of biology in several therapeutic areas, for example, in heart failure, in which there is an ambition to regenerate cells in the heart to treat heart failure. In the respiratory therapeutic area, there is an ambition to repair lung damage by regrowth of lung tissue, potentially restoring lost lung function in obstructive lung disease. The role of the human secretome, including growth factors, cytokines, and additional factors, in regulating regenerative processes is attractive for target discovery in these therapy areas. FGF16 was identified as an interesting candidate for cardiac regeneration and repair^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ (described in more detail below).

Identification of the Novel Cytokine IL-34 That Regulates Monocyte Viability {#section12-2472555220917113}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) inhibit antitumor T-cell activity in the tumor microenvironment. In pancreatic and other cancers, high levels of TAMs are associated with poor prognosis. Signaling through the CSF-1R promotes the maintenance and function of TAMs (<https://www.fiveprime.com/file.cfm/16/docs/CB_2017_11_SITC_Oral_CSF-1R.pdf>).^[@bibr101-2472555220917113],[@bibr102-2472555220917113]^ IL-34 was first discovered in the secretome-based screen performed by Lin et al.^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ (summarized in **[Table 2](#table2-2472555220917113){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 5A](#fig5-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). A total of 4180 conditioned medium samples were tested in a CellTiter-Glo viability assay (Promega, Madison, WI) using primary monocytes isolated from donors. Curiously, the cDNA clone, derived from tissue material, differed by one amino acid compared with the available hypothetical protein sequence in the database. All follow-up work was performed with purified IL-34. Competition experiments showed that IL-34 bound to CD14+ monocytes in peripheral blood mononuclear cells and promoted the formation of macrophage progenitor cells in human bone marrow cultures. Lin et al. continued to identify the receptor for IL-34. IL-34 was preincubated with the different ECDs in the library before repeating the primary screen setup (**[Fig. 5A](#fig5-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). This resulted in identification of CSF-1R, based on the fact that CSF-1R ECD abolished the effect of IL-34 using the primary readout. The affinity between CSF-1R and IL-34 was determined to be in the one-digit picomolar range by surface plasmon resonance experiments. The results from the initial library screen and the follow-up ECD screen were unexpected since macrophage colony-stimulating factor 1 (CSF-1) has already been identified as the cognate ligand of CSF-1R.^[@bibr103-2472555220917113]^ Experiments performed by Lin et al.^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ and by other groups^[@bibr104-2472555220917113]^ showed that IL-34 and CSF-1 have nonoverlapping binding sites and are functionally redundant, but the two mRNAs are differentially expressed during development.

![Examples of targets discovered by secretome-based screening.^[@bibr5-2472555220917113],[@bibr35-2472555220917113],[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ (**A**) A secretome-based screen to identify targets that affect the viability of monocytes.^[@bibr35-2472555220917113]^ IL-34 was discovered in the primary screen using primary human monocytes. The methodology used was CellTiter-Glo. The activity of IL-34 was confirmed in human bone marrow cultures (BMCs), in which IL-34 promoted the formation of macrophage progenitor cells. The receptor of IL-34 was discovered by preincubating the protein with ECDs in the secretome library and measuring cell viability. Preincubation with macrophage CSF-1R-ECD resulted in an inhibition of the effect compared with other IL-34-ECD samples. (**B**) Identification of the NKp44-PDGF-DD receptor pair.^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ A NKp44-GFP reporter cell line was used to identify the ligand of NKp44 as PDGF-D. The activity of purified PDGF-DD was confirmed using human NK cells from donors, by measuring phosphorylation of downstream substrates Akt and Erk and by measuring proinflammatory cytokine release (interferon-γ and tumor necrosis factor). (**C**) Identification of FGF16 as a specific inducer of human CPC proliferation.^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ The ability of secretome proteins to induce iPSC-CPC proliferation was measured by nuclear count. All actives were counterscreened in a CF proliferation assay. The interaction of FGF9 and FGF16 with CPCs and CFs was quantified using biosensor analysis.^[@bibr115-2472555220917113]^ Conditioned medium libraries were used in **A** and **B**, whereas a purified protein library was used in **C**.](10.1177_2472555220917113-fig5){#fig5-2472555220917113}

Based on this initial discovery, the cabiralizumab antibody, which inhibits the signaling via CSF-1R, was developed. It is now in several different phase 2 clinical trials, in combination therapy with a PD-1 antibody, for treatment of different cancer indications. The humanized monoclonal antibody is directed against the CSF-1R expressed on monocytes, macrophages, and osteoclasts, and it inhibits the binding of macrophage CSF-1 and IL-34 to CSF-1R (<https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-drug/def/cabiralizumab>; <https://www.fiveprime.com/programs/cabiralizumab/>).^[@bibr105-2472555220917113]^

Identification of PDGF-DD as the Ligand of the NKp44 Receptor {#section13-2472555220917113}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Natural cytotoxicity receptors are potential targets for autoimmune diseases and, together with their ligands, can be successfully targeted for cancer immunotherapy.^[@bibr106-2472555220917113]^ Natural cytotoxicity triggering receptor 2 (NKp44) is a receptor found on natural killer (NK) cells. It was originally identified in 1999 as a novel receptor.^[@bibr107-2472555220917113]^ However, the ligands of the receptor have remained elusive.^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ To identify ligands, a secretome-based screening approach was performed using a gene reporter assay and a library similar to the one described in Gonzalez et al. (consisting of 806 proteins) and described to contain more than 4000 mouse and human proteins^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ (**[Fig. 5B](#fig5-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). A chimeric receptor consisting of NKp44 extracellular and TM domains fused to an intracellular reporter domain was used in the reporter assay to monitor ligand--receptor interaction. Interaction of a ligand with the NKp44 chimeric receptor resulted in Ca^2+^ mobilization and activation of GFP expression. The secretome proteins, comprising secreted ligands and ECDs, were coated onto a 384-well plate in duplicate, with protein concentrations varying between ∼0.02 and ∼10 μM. Reporter cells were seeded into plates, the following day after washing, and the GFP reporter signal and dead cells were measured after 24 h of incubation using flow cytometry. One of the active proteins, which was reconfirmed in CR, was platelet-derived growth factor D (PDGF-D). Interestingly, this growth factor is produced by cells in a latent form with an N-terminal CUB domain that is proteolytically removed after secretion from cells.^[@bibr86-2472555220917113]^ Follow-up experiments with PDGF-D and receptor binding competent PDGF-DD showed that NKp44 receptor specifically recognized the PDGF-DD form and also suggested that the originally expressed PDGF-D latent form in the medium was processed by proteases during production. Follow-up work using primary human NK cells showed that PDGF-DD induced phosphorylation of expected downstream substrates and triggered proinflammatory cytokine release (**[Fig. 5B](#fig5-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**). It remains to be seen if a therapy can be developed based on the interaction between PDGF-DD and NKp44.^[@bibr106-2472555220917113]^

Identification of FGF16 That Induces Proliferation of CPCs {#section14-2472555220917113}
----------------------------------------------------------

Heart failure after myocardial infarction is a clinical condition that causes high morbidity and mortality.^[@bibr108-2472555220917113]^ There is a large unmet medical need for treating heart failure driven by the loss of functional cardiomyocytes that occurs during myocardial infarction. It has been shown that CPCs present in the heart contribute to repair of the myocardium and are promising candidates for cardiac repair/regenerative therapies.^[@bibr109-2472555220917113]^ A subset of the KTH secretome library (923 proteins) was screened with the aim to identify proteins that stimulate proliferation (**[Fig. 5C](#fig5-2472555220917113){ref-type="fig"}**).^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ Human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) CPCs were used in the screen in a previously established human iPSC-CPC proliferation assay^[@bibr110-2472555220917113]^ in 384-well format. Secretome proteins were added at three different concentrations and proliferation measured after 3 days of treatment. The primary protein actives were further tested in 10-point CR in triplicate. The CPC screen identified 12 active proteins with varying potencies, including FGF16 and FGF9. However, FGF9 was also shown to be active in a human CF proliferation counterscreen. Follow-up analysis using quartz crystal microbalance biosensor experiments suggested that FGF9 and FGF16 bound to different FGF receptors on the cardiac cells and also showed that FGF16 proliferated mouse native CPCs and iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes.^[@bibr68-2472555220917113]^ Cardiac-specific overexpression of FGF16 in neonatal mouse heart subjected to cryoinjury has been shown to induce cardiomyocyte replication and improve heart function in vivo.^[@bibr111-2472555220917113]^

Summary {#section15-2472555220917113}
=======

Secreted proteins regulate numerous physiological functions in humans and have become attractive tools for drug discovery. Screening using secretome libraries in disease-relevant assays has been successfully applied in phenotypic target discovery. There are many examples of successful identification of novel targets regulating various biological phenotypes, for example, cell proliferation, tumor cell suppression, and viral infection.

Although secretome-based screening has been successfully applied for target discovery, there is a benefit to making further improvements, both regarding the constituents of the library and from a screening perspective. For example, including secreted proteins that are part of the "hidden human proteome" encoded, for example, by "noncoding genes"^[@bibr112-2472555220917113],[@bibr113-2472555220917113]^ will facilitate the study of the unknowns in the secretome. Smaller peptides are highly relevant from a disease perspective but are often difficult to generate using a recombinant approach. Instead, smaller peptides can be generated by peptide synthesis and included in the library. Additional improvements to mammalian expression systems and automation of production should speed up the process to produce a purified and quality-checked library. Co-expression with factors that are required to make the processed and activated secreted protein should also be pursued.

We also expect technology developments when it comes to screening. A combination of multiplexed readouts with miniaturization of assays should generate more value from co-cultures of different cell types. For example, one cell type could be expressing and secreting the sample library and thereby affecting another cell type that expresses the relevant receptors. In addition, "combination" screening, where two or more secreted proteins are combined and used for screening, would facilitate the identification of synergistic and antagonistic interactions.

Development of the secretome screen platform at AstraZeneca in collaboration with KTH has provided new opportunities in our drug discovery process. There is an excellent opportunity for collaborations in this area to maximize the use/value of the secretome library to explore a wide range of biologies as exemplified by the collaborations based on the availability of the library produced by the GNF group (e.g., Barrow et al.,^[@bibr5-2472555220917113]^ Sampath et al.,^[@bibr38-2472555220917113]^ Locci et al.,^[@bibr39-2472555220917113]^ and Scietti et al.^[@bibr40-2472555220917113]^). Similarly, AstraZeneca has recently launched the concept of secretome-based screening via the Open innovation platform (<https://openinnovation.astrazeneca.com/>).

Finally, even though secretome-based screening is based on a protein sample library, it is agnostic of drug modality. Different approaches can follow after a secretome-based active has been validated. An antibody, or an antisense approach, can be used if an antagonistic effect is desired resulting in inhibition of signaling via the cognate receptor. A protein or RNA therapeutics can be developed to mimic a desired agonist response caused by the endogenous secreted ligand. A small-molecule inhibitor can be applied to inhibit signaling downstream of the ligand--receptor interaction. Thus, a secretome library is a valuable complement to any drug discovery toolbox.
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